A B S T R A C T Intelligent Object manipulation for grasping is a challenging problem for robots. Unlike robots, humans almost immediately know how to manipulate objects for grasping due to learning over the years. A grown woman can grasp objects more skilfully than a child because of learning skills developed over years, the absence of which in the present day robotic grasping compels it to perform well below the human object grasping benchmarks. In this paper we have taken up the challenge of developing learning based pose estimation by decomposing the problem into both position and orientation learning. More specifically, for grasp position estimation, we explore three different methods -a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based optimization method to minimize error between calculated image points and predicted end-effector (EE) position, a regression based method (RM) where collected data points of robot EE and image points have been regressed with a linear model, a PseudoInverse (PI) model which has been formulated in the form of a mapping matrix with robot EE position and image points for several observations. Further for grasp orientation learning, we develop a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) model which we name as Grasp Deep Q-Network (GDQN) and benchmarked our results with Modified VGG16 (MVGG16). Rigorous experimentations show that due to inherent capability of producing very high-quality solutions for optimization problems and search problems, GA based predictor performs much better than the other two models for position estimation. For orientation learning results indicate that off policy learning through GDQN outperforms MVGG16, since GDQN architecture is specially made suitable for the reinforcement learning. Based on our proposed architectures and algorithms, the robot is capable of grasping all rigid body objects having regular shapes.
Introduction

Analysis of previous research
Grasp Manipulation is a complex multifaced problem which requires substantial learning by humans who after learning can skillfully execute effective grasping in an agile environment. In order for robots to acquire such skill its perception abilities need to be created in order to visually identify the grasp position and orientation for a given object. As it is known that out of main grasping subsystems such as grasp detection system, grasp planning system and grasp control system, the first one is the key point and hence, we have focused on this issue for the present research.
Traditionally grasp detection and manipulation requires human expert knowledge normally used to be imparted to robots through some analytical models [1] , [2] . Such analytical models emphasis more on entire grasp system planning. Such approach has severe limitations such as uncertainty issues, like slight pose or position changes of the object require robot to re-plan the entire grasp manipulation task thus causes frequent failures. On the other hand, learning based model try to make the grasp manipulation problem analytical model free as far as possible. Several Machine Learning based models and more recently Deep Learning based models are being developed for grasp pose learning [3, 4] . Sometimes, it gives a better grasp pose but for known object models. This limitation has been tried to be solved in [5, 6, 7] using deep learning techniques incorporating with grasp rectangle concept. They tries to find best grasp rectangle from candidate rectangles, but it is limited to static environment only, as grasp execution with optimal rectangle is kept in the open-loop as such that there is no feedback for success or failure. In this case, the researcher focuses on visual feedback-based system. This makes the solution adaptable in a dynamic environment. This strategy is called visual servoing. A survey is given in [8] which details the application of visual servoing in different applications. Recently, visual servoing feedback is incorporated with Convolutional neural network (CNN) [9, 10] .
In vision based grasping, reachable grasp position plays a vital role in the pick and place task. Image based grasp pose estimation has been solved using Grasp rectangle detection in [6] , [7] which provides the position and orientation in the image coordinate frame. However, this is not sufficient for smooth grasping in the robot configuration space since orientation mapping from image coordinate frame to robot configuration space is not straightforward and a challenging research area. It gives an ambiguous orientation for the same physical orientation. In [11] , the authors proposed a new representation for orientation as a function of image features, but the axis of rotation was not distinguishable due to its rotation or size decreases. Although its effect is very minimum but impacts on performance. Image based 3D orientation learning has been given by [12] but it was limited to some few industrial parts. They create data using the Computer Aided Design (CAD) model due to insufficient real images for pose views which itself has limitations.
It is, therefore, suggested that the orientation learning, for which getting a perfect model is extremely difficult, should be tried with reinforcement learning techniques. Intuitively, the idea is formulated on the basis of the following observations: From our childhood to adulthood we are developing grasping skill based on learning from failures. A child initially may fail to grasp an object and she learns the grasping the same object skillfully after several attempts. Grasping is learned over the years for the object to object based on shape and texture. We believe for human object grasping is neither supervised or unsupervised, it is based on experience enriched learning, i.e reinforcement learning. This belief motivated us to formulate a similar learning strategy for robots so that it can grasp objects in a humanoid way. Some related researches are available such as Qt-opt [13] , which has addressed the grasping problem utilising huge computational and infrastructural resources. A large number of robots have been deployed with real and synthetic data for training. Here we try to solve the grasping problem with limited available resources and data set and still the performance was quite satisfactory. We do this by decoupling the problem space of grasping in to two-positioning the EE correctly and orientating the same for successful grasping. For position estimate we develop few methodsmapping from image coordinate frame to robot configuration space using linear regression (LR) method, analytical method PI and GA based optimization method with several fitness functions. The reason for using GA as grasp position determination tool is due to its inherent capability of generating high quality solution. Subsequently, we propose orientation estimation using reinforcement training with our designed model GDQN and benchmark their performance with MVGG16. After extensive experimentation, we observe that the GA based position estimate is the best for EE positioning and GDQN based orientation learning model gives much better performance than existing MVGG16.
Motivation
Grasping requires substantial learning by humans who after learning can skillfully execute effective grasping in an agile environment. In order for robots to acquire such skill its perception abilities need to be created in order to visually identify the grasp position and orientation for a given object. As it is known that out of main grasping subsystems such as grasp detection system, grasp planning system and grasp control system, the first one is the key point and hence, we have focused on this issue for the present research. It involves both position estimation and orientation estimation of the gripper with respect to the given object to be grasped. To solve this problem we emphasis on developing two separate and quite generic models for grasp manipulation. One for grasp position learning and the other for grasp orientation learning, the detail workflow of the entire grasp pose estimation has been illustrated in Fig. 1 . It illustrates that pose is divided into position and orientation. Position estimation has been solved using three approaches-LR, PI and GA. It has been observed that GA based position estimate, due its inherent capability of producing high quality solutions when configured correctly, is more accurate and hence is more successful in grasping. During experiment we have tried a total of eight different functions, to study which combination gives the best configuration, and analysed their performance in correctly positioning EE over the object to be grasped and the best fitness function has been proposed. Further for orientation learning the current architecture of DQN [14] , [15] has been carefully configured for GDQN and impressive grasp orientation learning results have been obtained which are being illustrated in the subsequent sections.
One of the major contributions of the paper is to develop a GA [16] based gripper position estimation from given detected object by vision camera using two object detection algorithms such as YOLO [17] and Faster-RCNN [18] . Experiencing that the performance of YOLO (v3) algorithm in a real time environment is better than the Faster-RCNN, the final input to the GA based learning module has been used from YOLO. Objective function for GA optimization has been carefully formulated from calculated value of bounding box center from YOLO algorithm output and corresponding ANUKUL's EE position. The second major contribution is to develop a generic model free approach of gripper orientation estimation using reinforcement learning.
Philosophically speaking, we extended the self-supervised off-policy based reinforcement learning towards finding correct grasp orientation. Our entire problem encompasses on getting correct bounding box from an object detection algorithm, calculating centre of the box and estimating gripper position using GA and subsequently learning grasp orientation for EE using off-policy based reinforcement learning.
Rest of this paper has been arranged as follows: Section 2 provides problem description and proposed a solution after identifying the limitations of the previous approaches. Section 3 depicts the grasp pose preliminaries and some analytical details about vision, position and orientation learning, state and action representation with reward calculation approaches. Section 4 describes detailed methodologies of each model together with position training, GA formulation for the position estimate algorithm together with orientation learning algorithm. Section 5 illustrates the hardware experimental set up and details about the experiments performed and analyses of results. Section 6 provides conclusion and some insights for future work.
Problem description
As mentioned in the previous section, image based grasp detection has several limitations. In this section we try to elaborate them in terms of image based grasp detection and pose estimation. Subsequently, we discuss about our proposed approach to improve the pose estimation (position and orientation) problem by formulating appropriate learning approaches.
Limitations of previous approaches
Image based grasp detection works well in image coordinate space to determine grasp pose but in real world grasp depends on object and EE pose. Image based grasp detection learning plagued with limited number of available datasets [19] , [20] of some few objects. Dataset creation for pose estimation is quite challenging due to the agile environment. Recently robots itself are being deployed for creating data set for themselves ( Robot for Vision concept).
Proposed Solution
We try to overcome the limitation of availability of sufficient data set by decomposing the problem space into two -position learning and orientation learning. The position estimate has been done using less data intensive methods like LR, PI and GA where GA produces best position estimation for EE due to its inherent ability to generate quality global solutions.Subsequently, for grasp orientation learning we allow robot to make trials in some simple steps which are detailed in Fig. 2 where each attempt is considered as one grasp cycle execution and each execution is labelled as success or failure assigning appropriate reward or penalty values respectively.
Each grasp cycle starts by taking image with camera ( here we have used kinect) and applies object detection algorithm on image, once it is detected, bounding box is being cropped and calculates its centroid. Subsequently,hand gripper moves to its neutral pose and predict orientation for centroid of detected object bounding box randomly. If estimated position and predicted orientation is able to find a set of feasible joint solution then it moves its gripper to the target pose and close the gripper otherwise, EE will predict again its orientation and the iteration continues till it finds feasible solutions in the robot's configuration space. After gripper moves to target pose and close the gripper it moves to the neutral pose.For awarding reward or penalty, the following steps are followed. If object is detected in workspace then it consider as failure and assign rewards as 0 otherwise, gives reward as 1. If calculated reward is 1, then gripper moves to the workspace and keep object on it with different pose and returns to the neutral pose. The whole process is considered as one grasp cycle. It continues during training and learn the correct orientation for pose estimation of gripper. This research is dedicated for correct pose learning by decomposing the problem into both position and orientation learning. In the next section we discuss about basic preliminaries for grasp pose estimation using our proposed methodology.
Grasp pose preliminaries
In this section, we discuss about vision based pose preliminaries. It requires vision which has been used for learning position as well as orientation. Kinect-V2 camera has been used for vision. Position learning uses this vision information to predict robot left arm ( we have used one arm out of two) EE position. Subsequently, orientation learning uses both estimated vision and position. This section is further divided into three subsections as described below:
Vision
In grasping, vision plays an important role as it provides first hand information towards grasping. Here, object has been identified using an object detection algorithm, which returns bounding box(BB) over the detected object which is shown in Fig. 3 . Subsequently, bounding box corners are defined in clockwise direction like top-left as A (x 1 ,y 1 ), top-right as B (x 2 ,y 1 ), bottom-right as C (x 2 ,y 2 ) and bottom-left as D (x 1 ,y 2 ), where bounding box width is calculated as w = x 2 -x 1 and height calculated as h = y 2 -y 1 . Its center point has been calculated using Eq.(1) as:
Position learning
After getting center of the bounding box,the task is to correctly position the gripper. Initially, we create the dataset for 50 points on table top work space designated for grasping. Here we try to find optimal mapping matrix M (not homogeneous coordinate transformation matrix) using GA, LR and PI. The mapping matrix M maps object vision space with robot's configuration space, and which is of the shape of 3 × 3, has been learned using above mentioned methods. Let R be robot left arm EE positions, and I is the center points (for 50 observations) of the detected object bounding box provided by the camera. The mapping relation has been shown in Eq. (5) . Details of GA, LR and PI techniques for position estimation is illustrated in Methodology section.
Let mapping matrix M be defined as :
Where:
• R (3 × ) is Anukul left arm EE positions.
• n is the no. of observations.
Orientation learning formulation
Orientation learning uses the calculated ( as described earlier) position to predict EE orientation. Discrete Reinforcement Learning (DRL) needs state, action and reward. State (S) has been defined as a detected object BB as an image and action space has been defined as based on action mask size. Action mask has been defined as the number of actions. Here we have taken 3, 12 and 24 action spaces, where 3 action space includes 0, 45 or 90 EE orientation, 12 action space includes EE orientation in the difference of 15 degree and 24 action space includes EE orientation in the difference of 7.5 degree. State, action and reward have been formulated below:
State representation
Detected object bounding box cropped from an RGB image of size 1920x1080 pixels at time t. RGB image has been taken from an external camera Kinect-V2, which is fixed in front of Anukul robot to view tablespace. Workspace in the table has been defined as 63x86 cm 2 . For state detected object bounding box cropped from RGB image, cropped image is then converted to 84x84x1 for GDQN and 200x200x3 for MVGG16 network models.
Action representation
Orientations have been denoted as nA. It tells the possible action value for orientation in the specified workspace for gripper orientation. Here, has been considered as the workspace for orientation learning. In Anukul robot EE gripper can rotate upto 2 − 10. So rotation difference for the specified action has been calculated as:
In this work we represented our proposed approach with 3, 12 and 24 possible action space. For 3 action space EE orientation range is 0 to 90 whereas for 12 and 24 action space EE orientation range is 0 to 180. For 3 action needs to replace with 2 and rest is the same.
Reward calculation
Here, reward has been calculated using images of before grasping and after grasping states. In the after grasping image state, object detection has been applied to detect object. If object detection returns object coordinate then reward will be set to 1 otherwise it is set to 0. Further details are shown in the Algorithmic form 1. With discrete values in reward function learning takes longer time but it returns more accurate results. Grasping task has been considered as an agent learning from the environment with discrete interactions to obtain best optimal grasp orientation angle for the given object so as to find the most optimal EE orientation for a given object. At each discrete interaction with the environment at time step t = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . . n, agent receives some form of environmental state as its current state s t ∈ S, which in our case is the image patch of the target object in the environment, and performs an action t ∈ A, which in our case is the EE orientation for the corresponding target object and as a consequence of this action, it receives a reward r t (s t , t ) ∈ R and observe the new environmental state s t+1 as its next state. Although the set of states S could be very large, still it has the finite number of elements and sets of actions and rewards are also formulated to be finite. Subsequently, we formulated agents interacting with the environment as a finite Markov Decision Process(MDP) in which agent and environment interact for time steps per episode giving rise to the following sequence as history H. H = (s 0 , 0 , r 0 , s 1 , 1 , r 1 , s 2 , 2 , r 2 , s 3 , . . . . . . . . . . . ,r -2 , s -1 , -1 , r -1 , s , , r ). We make the standard assumption that future rewards are discounted by a factor called time step, so that the discounted future rewards at time step t will be :
Now the goal of the agent is to find an optimal policy Θ parametrized by which maximizes the expected future reward i.e. 
Where Q Θ (s, ) is the additive discounted future rewards by following a policy and parameterised by Θ. To find an optimal policy, two models have been used to learn EE orientation which are GDQN and MVGG16. Model details have been explained in the Methodology section and their impacts on learning have been described in the Robotic Experimental Results section.
Methodology
Position training techniques
Position mapping has been solved by obtaining optimal mapping matrix M using an evolutionary algorithm (GA), Regression models (LR) and statistical tool (PI). By using these mapping techniques robot arm is able to reach the object at the graspable position. During data collection, we have used left arm EE (the other arm could also be used without loss of generality). GA has been solved as an optimization problem whereas LR has been solved with regression models for each axis (X, Y and Z) and PI is solved by analytical/statistical tool. All methods are capable of reducing the error, with various degrees, between actual and predicted EE position. Here, we have used quadratic loss function for position estimation ,which has been calculated as shown in Eq. (11) . Sufficient Details of each method is given below:
Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm, as evolutionary computation technique, has been used as an optimizer for determining mapping matrix (M). The expression for M with image matrix and robot EE position matrix for n observations has been shown in Eq.5 and the procedure of determining position has been illustrated in the Algo.2. Here we have proposed eight different fitness functions for mapping matrix M between I and R, where error function is considered as fitness function. Subsequently, computed their accuracy in testing time with Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). For GA, the mapping matrix M which is being size of 3 × 3 is converted into 1 × 9 size of matrix. It represents chromosome of length 9 where each element is considered as gene which is detailed in Fig. 4 .
Detailed analysis of fitness performance has been tabulated in Table 1 . Fitness function 1 and 2 is free from matrix non-invertability issue, related to the inverse of the non square matrix, so their computational complexity is reduced, however, with relatively poor performance. For fitness function 3 and 4 computational complexity is increased but they perform much better than 1 and 2. In fact fitness function 3, = ∑ =1 -1 − outperforms all eight fitness functions we try and provides the best error convergence. We, therefore, use Eq.(12) as the selected fitness function of our choice for further training and testing purposes. 
Mapping matrix M is obtained by using Algo.2, where n is the number of observations it has taken to minimize graspable position prediction error for robot arm EE. Position learning using GA algorithm has been detailed in Algo.2. In the previous work [21] fitness function has been used as = ∑ =1 − but in this work fitness function has been improved as it is defined in Eq. (12) . Some parameters which are used illustrated below:
• N w ← no. of weights.
• S p ← solution per population size.
• N p ← population size.
• P ← Parents.
• Off_X ← offspring crossover.
• Off_M ← offspring mutation.
• N offsp ← offspring size.
Here, position prediction error has been estimated as detailed in Eq.(11), where n is the test observations in robot configuration space from image coordinate space.
Algorithm 2: Position_GA
Input : 3× , 3× Return:
Linear Regression
Here, we use three regression models separately along x ,y and z axes with n observation data. Regression model for x-axis is detailed as: X 1 -image points along x-axis and Y 1 -robot positions in x-axis. Let x 1 is defined as slope or gradient and x 0 is defined as intercept. Here, we use = x 0 + x 1 (13) as regression line and the normal equation is given as:
Similarly, regression model for y-axis is detailed as: X 2 -image points in y-axis and Y 2 -robot positions in y-axis. Let y 1 is defined as slope or gradient and y 0 is defined as intercept.
with = y 0 + y 1 (18) and regression model for z-axis is detailed as: X 3 -image points in z-axis and Y 3 -robot positions in z-axis. Let z 1 is defined as slope or gradient and z 0 is defined as intercept.
with = z 0 + z 1 (21) All above illustrated models have been used to predict robot EE position in robot configuration space using image coordinate positions in Cartesian space with Quadratic loss function as calculated using Eq. (22) .
PseudoInverse
From Eq.(5), we can infer that the Robot configuration space mapping matrix M can be obtained easily if robot matrix R and image matrix I are square matrices and I is nonsingular. But for the grasping environment matrices size would depend on number of observations taken and it is highly unlikely that such constrains would be obeyed always for n number of observations. Hence, whenever, M is computable, we compute it using the set of Eq. 
Orientation training details
Some important aspects of orientation learning are discussed in this section with orientation learning algorithm, GDQN and modified VGG network. During training for each grasp attempt a complete grasp cycle is considered which is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Orientation learning algorithm
Here, we have illustrated learning orientation using grasp cycle. Details of each step have been discussed in Algo.3, which includes the state(s) as the cropped bounding box of the detected object image from an input image by Kinect-V2 camera and action(Θ) as defined from Eq. 5 and 6. As it is written in [22] , verified EE can rotate up to 350 degrees. For three action rotation range is considered as 2 . Subsequently for 12 and 24 action rotation range is considered as . We have used replay memory of 1000 to store each grasp attempt as initial data and after learning it gets updated further. Action selection depends on epsilon greedy action policy function. It considers decay with the current episode (CE) and current state (CS). Initially, action selection is random but after convergence of , action selection has been predicted by the learned model.
Models Architecture Our custom Model GDQN
The very first model which is inspired by [23] and model that we used to approximate the Q-Function is a densely connected deep neural network with a total of 673k trainable parameters. The architecture of the network is shown in Fig.5 with layer specification using stride and filter. It takes a grayscale image of size 84× 84 as input and process it through two convolutional layers followed by two fully connected layers and outputs a 3-dimensional vector for action. The first convolutional layer convolves 16, 8 × 8 filters with stride 4 and uses ReLU as the activation function. The second convolutional layer convolves 32, 4 × 4 filters with stride 2 and also uses ReLU as the activation function. In this experiment, we used RMSProp as the optimiser with lr=0.00025 with minibatch of size 8.
Modified VGG Model
Here we have used a pre-trained vgg16 model trained on COCO dataset [24] with modified fully connected layers. The network architecture is shown in Fig.6 with used activation function in each layer. We froze the first twenty layers and thereafter add four Fully Connected layers with different number of neurons like 1024, 512, and 3 respectively and activation function ReLU for first three FC layers and softmax for the last one. The total number of trainable parameters thus become 2M. In this experiment we again used RMSProp as the optimiser with lr=0.00025 with minibatch of size 8.
Algorithm 3: Orientation_Learning
Initialize: , TOC, TMC, nEpisodes, f ;
Load=False; Function Train():
env.reset = s , s = preprocess(s) ; 
End Function
Loss Function
During Orientation training, we have used Huber loss. It negotiates between absolute and squared loss function [25] .
| | ≤ , * (| | − 1 2 * ), ℎ where: • i ← target network parameters.
Experimental Results with Robot in the loop
All the experiments have been implemented on real time robot Anukul. Pose estimation results have been divided into two major parts-position learning and orientation learning. Above mentioned grasp cycle execution has been shown in Fig. 7 and details related to Robotic Experimental Setup have been illustrated below:
Robotic Experimental Setup
In this research for proposed approach verification, Anukul Research Robot has been used for grasping as a manipulator task and Kinect-V2 has been used for vision. Robotic Experimental Setup has been shown in Fig. 8 . Anukul is a research robot created by Rethink Robotics, and is different from the traditional industrial robot as it is called as COBOT (COllaborative roBOT), which can work together with humans as a team in the warehouse for any kind of manipulation work based on human interaction. Its arm movement is elastic so it safe to work with it for humans. It has two arms, each is configured with seven degrees of freedom. There are three internal cameras -two on both the arm EE and one on top of the head. Camera maximum resolution is fixed at 1280 × 800 pixels with 30 Frame Per Second (FPS) and focal length is 1.2 mm. Obtained image with these configurations are not enough for object detection. So we used an external camera Kinect-V2 external camera with the following configurations: 640 × 480 pixels [26] . This robot model is equipped with both electrical and vacuum grippers. Throughout all the experimentation we have used the left arm equipped with electrical gripper (the other arm could also be used without loss of generality). For the Setup Kinect -V2 is placed in front of Anukul robot so that it can see the table workspace where boundary has been shown by brown colour. Orientation verification has been done by marking angles on top of the left arm EE. During experiments, we have used regular shape objects because grasping using bounding box centroid is well suited for such objects.
Position Learning
Position learning has been tested using three different approaches as discussed in the methodology section. Results for obtaining optimal mapping matrix with eight different fitness function (error function) has been presented in the Table 1. = ∑ =1 -1 − fitness function outperforms all other fitness functions. Along with GA, position estimation is also done using regression and PI. But in all cases, GA outperforms both regression and PI. This is perhaps due to the inherent ability of GA to produce quality solutions( ref Schema theory). The comparison is shown in Table 2 . 
Genetic Algorithm
For GA among all tried solutions as mention in Table 1 , = ∑ =1 -1 − fitness function used for final position mapping as it works well in converging errors at 0.00000207 for 40 observations which is shown in Fig. 12 and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for 10 observation is 0.00958199. Position Mapping by GA is shown in Fig. 9 with a blue coloured and red coloured symbol, where the red colour symbol represents predicted EE position and blue colour actual EE position. Overlapping of cross symbols in Fig. 9 infers error in EE position prediction which is considered negligible.
Linear regression
Regression has solved the position mapping problem by obtaining fit value in each direction as X, Y and Z axes respectively. Here, we have taken 50 observations and shuffled the data. 40 observations have been used for training and 10 for testing. Test results are shown in Fig. 10 . Here, we used the yellow coloured and green coloured cross symbol, where the yellow colour symbol represents predicted EE position and green colour actual EE position. Overlapping of cross symbols in Fig. 10 infers error in EE position prediction which is considerably high as compared to GA as RMSE for 10 test observation is 0.0201485.
PseudoInverse
Here, pseudoinverse has been verified to get mapping matrix for left arm EE (R) from image points (I). We can get mapping matrix M by = -1 but R and I are non-invertible matrices here so inverse in possible for those matrices. So we used Eq.(25) to get the mapping matrix which is equivalent to inbuilt PI function. Position Mapping by PI is shown in Fig. 11 with a blue coloured and red coloured symbol, where the red colour symbol represents predicted EE position and blue colour actual EE position. Overlapping of cross symbols in Fig. 11 infers error in EE position prediction. It works better than LR but GA outperforms among three approaches as shown in the Table 2.
Orientation Learning
For orientation learning three different action spaces have been used for training, these are defined as 3-actions, 12actions and 24-actions. During grasp orientation learning EE predicts angle for grasping and same prediction approach has been used to place the object in table workspace. For 3-action prediction range is set as 0 to 90 and predicted action has been considered as 0, 45 and 90. The same strategy has been applied to 12-action and 24-action with prediction range from 0 to 180 where action as an EE orientation has been calculated using Eq. (6) and (7) . Here GDQN and MVGG16 models have been trained with all three action spaces which are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 respectively with average grasp success prediction during training. In Fig. 14, all-action spaces training data have been plotted with a different colour to see the differences. The 3-action training gets faster as compared to 12 or 24 due to less no. of action predictions. The same have been observed from 12-action and 24-action; 12-action learning is faster as compared to 24-action. From Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 we infer that GDQN performs better than MVGG16. In GDQN Figure 14 : Score Vs Episode for GDQN Figure 15 : Score Vs Episode for MVGG16 learning initially action prediction is random but it gets stable after 400 episodes as epsilon gets decayed beyond that. The characteristics have been shown in Fig 13 for 12 -action. and action prediction has been performed by the trained model. Fig. 15 shows that MVGG16 performance decreases drastically as its action space get increases. Figure 19 : Test Score by GDQN Fig. 16,17 and 18 have been plotted using the size of 50 batches from training episodes. Here, success rate of prediction is shown for action space of 3, 12 and 24. It infers that as the action space increases the performance of GDQN improves. During testing, the performance has been checked for every 10 attempts of grasping which has been shown in Fig. 19 .
Conclusion
In the present investigation, we have presented both machine learning and deep reinforcement learning based approaches for execution level grasping of objects having well defined shape and size.The results are quite encouraging from the point of view of easiness and simplicity, compared to Qt-opt, which is more sophisticated but requires far more computational and hardware resources.
Through rigorous experimentation we have shown that GA based optimization predictor works well for determining the mapping matrix, which maps between vision space and robotâĂŹs configuration space. The results show the effectiveness of GA towards generating quality solution reflected in error convergence which converged to 0.00000207. We allowed program to predict for 10 positions as shown in the Fig. 9 which shows for almost all the cases, the prediction was accurate. Subsequently, for orientation learning our evaluation indicates that in general GDQN outperforms MVGG16, although it is a bit slow in learning (ref Fig 14 & 15) , which does not matter much since the learning can be done offline.
The robustness and stable learning for GDQN (ref Fig 16, 17 & 18) , which increases with the action space, makes it specially attractive compared to MVGG16. As mentioned earlier, in comparison to the state of the art Qt-opt for grasp solution which takes huge computational resources and hardware requirement, our method is simple, requires limited number of available data and one hardware robot only for learning and gives satisfactory results which is quite generic. Using robot for vision concept, we are also generating more and more data to be used for training to improve the future accuracy rate.
The insights suggest that the input of the center of the object to be grasped, as coming from the bounding box of the object detection algorithm, is of great significance to improve the performance of the grasp strategy developed in the robotâĂŹs configuration space. Thus a natural implication would be to explore in future the ways of getting the center point of the graspable objects more accurately by some other means such as segmentation, masking etc. Since the algorithms we proposed here, all works quite well in off-policy regimes, they should reasonably work well in real time grasp manipulation as well.
